FIRST INTERNATIONAL SUMMER SCHOOL FOR GERMAN LANGUAGE AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP AT UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES WORMS 2020

DEAR STUDENTS OF OUR PARTNER UNIVERSITIES,

the University of Applied Science in Worms is happy to announce their first Summer School in 2020. It will take place from Sunday 28th June 2020 (arrival) to Saturday 11th July 2020 (departure). Students of all study programs are welcome!

Your program

Every morning you will learn German in two different levels (beginner’s and advanced level provided). Since the number of seats of the School is limited to 20, you will have an excellent small class experience. After lunch on some afternoons you will indulge in entrepreneurial skills. You learn how to set up your own business and how to do that in a sustainable and socially rewarding way.

On other afternoons you will enjoy exploring the beautiful Rhine region including Heidelberg – Worms is located in the heart of Europe and Germany, less than one hour from Frankfurt. We also planned for an adventure trip including climbing in a forest nearby. On top of that you will visit some of our most distinguished industrial partners in the region, and they will show you around their company sites and plants.

Your accommodation

Your accommodation „Hotel Faber-Haag“ is close to Worms main station, and in walking distance to the university. You will have breakfast there, your lunch is provided in the cafeteria of the university during work days (close to the class room).
Your class facilities

The University of Applied Sciences Worms has recently opened the new International House with state of the art class rooms and relaxing garden premises in front of the building. The colleagues from the International Center are there to answer your questions about studying in Worms.

Certificate and ECTS

After your successful participation at the Summer School you will receive a certificate of participation and you can take home ECTS for the language course and the entrepreneurial classes.

Your expenses

Your travel costs have to be covered individually.

Kindly note that there is no transport provided by the University from Frankfurt airport or Frankfurt train station to Worms. In case you want to book a transport individually, we will provide you with some contacts.

Your accommodation costs range from 390 Euro to 520 Euro, depending on your choice of room, whether double, triple or quadruple (breakfast and private bath room are always included). Whoever registers first for a double, triple or quadruple room sets the gender of the room – meaning that the other students have to be also male or female in order to share the room (no mixed rooms available).

For lunch on ten days (Monday until Friday) on Campus you have to pay a lump sum of 54 Euro.

For the wagon ride with dinner and wine tasting on the last evening (optional) you have to calculate around 45 Euro.

The additional costs of the Summer School including course fees, excursions, bus transportation, entrance fees you will have to pay 325 Euro (this is the maximum amount, according to final details it might be less).

Your registration

Please register with our attached registration sheet as soon as possible. Our registration works first come, first serve and seats are limited to 20. The registration deadline is the 14th of March 2020. In order to guarantee your seat, you have to transfer 325 Euros to the University of Worms until 31st of March 2020 (details will be provided upon registration).

We hope to see you in Worms and are looking forward to an unforgettable time together at University of Applied Sciences in Worms.

Warm regards and Happy New Year!

Your Summer School Team Worms